The Bioethics Research Library at Georgetown University is a destination library for bioethics scholars worldwide and a remarkable historical study space for the Georgetown community.

LIBRARY HOURS:
Monday - Friday: 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Saturday - Sunday: 12:00 PM to 7:00 PM

BOOK RANGES:
Main Level: A - R
Mezzanine: RA - U

Healy Hall, Room 102
Georgetown University
Washington, DC 20057
Phone: (202) 687-3885
Fax: (202) 687-8089

bioethics.georgetown.edu
» A current photo ID from GU or a WRLC affiliated school is required to use the Library.
» The BRL participates in Interlibrary and consortium loan services.
» The BRL is collaborating with Georgetown’s University Library to digitize, preserve and extend the history of bioethics using open access digital collections.
» Individual reference consultations with a librarian are available by appointment.

The Bioethics Research Library at Georgetown University is the home to the world’s largest and most extensive collection of materials on ethics, medicine and biomedical research.

Located in historic Healy Hall, the Library is popularly used for quiet study, weekly bioethics talks, and evening events.

The Library now includes:

- more than 100,000 books, journals, archival materials and digital objects;
- works spanning classical thought to contemporary and emerging issues;
- rare and unpublished works to ephemeral, hard-to-find gray literature; and
- a diverse range of opinions on bioethical issues covering the full range of religious, political and cultural perspectives developed globally.

“...a treasure for bioethics and an indispensable tool for the development of moral philosophy as it applies to medicine.”

—Visiting Researcher Jean-Paul Rwabihama, M.D., M.Sc., M.Med.